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MODERN SUPPLIES (UAE) 

• The global general trading arm of Perfection Group of Companies 

 

• Founded in 2012 

 

• Major company activities: 

•       ► Medical, Surgical Articles & Requisites Trading 

•       ► Building materials trading   

•     ► Hi tech products helping the environment 

 

•      

COMPANY OVERVIEW 



OUR MACHINE  
1. FogClean is a US patent fogger introduced and launch in July in the US.  

 

2. FogClean  produces a dry and wet fog (3.9um average droplet) which will disinfect all areas including hidden surfaces.  
 

3. Since FogClean produces a DRY FOG, it does not damage any electronics and does not leave any residue which needs to be 

wiped away.  
 

4. Full disinfection coverage guarantee with a proper thick fog (not a spray mist). 
 

5. Due to the microscopic droplets our Dry fog system is currently the only commercial machine that can kill airborne pathogens. 
 

6. There is no need to wet disinfect any surfaces prior to or after dry fogging. 
 

7. We can produce a wet fog if required for all major touch points. 
 

8. We use less solution per minute. 

 

 

 

FogClean  

Fogging 

(189ml/min) 

Market Competitor 

Fogging (mist) 

(470ml/min  to 750ml/min 

(These still 

images 

were taken  

from 

Corporate  

videos) 
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OUR SOLUTION  

 

 

1. BAC is FDA approved and  by far the most versatile botanical antimicrobial 

cleaner available today. It has US patent. It is an ORGANIC solution and not 

harmful to humans or pets. Non corrosive, safe on food grade products as well. 

 

2. Dubai Municipality Approved. 

 

3. Disinfection level is  LOG 5, which is the highest on the market. Eliminate 

viruses, fungus and bacteria . With the combination with Noroxycdiff we will be 

over LOG 6 as Noroxycdiff on its own is LOG 6. 

 

 

1 colony = 1 million MRSA bacteria 
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1. Our system can offer both “dry” and “wet” settings activated by a switch on the gun without changing the equipment. 

Allowing if required, to wet touch surfaces and fog any non-touch surfaces. The trigger activation is on the Gun and 

not on the machine. 

 

2. FogClean will create a small amount of electrostatically charged particles without the need for batteries or electricity. 

Very slight but, enough to clean electrical static charge particles. Enough to claim the advantage but, not enough 

where we have the problems with positively charged areas where other machines have negative results. FogClean 

machine can be carried in the plane itself as it is not electrical device , which will allow you to get the same quality of 

cleaning at the final destination if required. 

 

3. Droplet sizes 0.1 to 10um in size, capable of airborne virus elimination this means we can actually disinfect as 

we collide with particles in the air. None of the other systems currently have the capability of doing this! 

 

4. Using Sub 10um droplets allow for a better surface area coverage with less disinfectant. This means in actual theory 

by producing the on average 3.9um droplet, with a single gallon of solution, we can cover a surface area of 45,000 

sq. ft. and up to 21,240 sq. ft. in one hour. 

 

5. We can adjust the fogging thickness by adjusting our pressure systems. 

 

6. We can disinfect without leaving residue if required. This is where we are able to clean electrical items (such as a 

cockpit of an aircraft or a car or bus) without the worry of damaging the electronics. 

 

7. Different nozzles for multiple flows and different applications allows coverage of larger surface areas in a very short 

time. 

 

8. We can disinfect and sanitize a 50 sqm room in approximately 2 minutes (as much as 33sqm per minute). 

 

9. We use less cleaning solution per minute than most other systems, as low as 189ml per minute. 

 

WHY USE  OUR FogClean  SYSTEM! 



Average Micron size (3.9 microns) with 

FogClean Lite Machine 

With  92% under 10 microns 

Average Micron size (40 microns) 

for most electrical (ULV) fogging 

Machines which claim between 

0 to 50+ microns. 

WHY  THE MICRONS SIZE MATTERS 

The smaller the droplets the safer 

you are. Large droplets miss a 

majority of pathogens. 



FogClean Lite Machine 

Average Size 

Most electrical 

(ULV) fogging 

Machines 

Average Size 

FogClean Lite 

Machine Average 

Range 

Most electrical 

fogging Machines 

Average Range 



1. Savings of around 30% to 50% on current costs  

 

2. We can disinfect  and sanitize with approximately 50% more efficiency as to your current scenario 

 

3. Brand new and the best organic disinfection solution in the UAE only 3 weeks after US launch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

        + 

Description FogClean and BAC Market Equivalent 

Cleaning Solution Value Log 5+ Between Log 2 and 4 

Organic Safe Solution Yes No/Yes 

Average droplet size 3.9 microns 40 microns 

Average sqm per minute 27 sqm per minute 8 sqm per minute 

Solution used ml per Min From 189 ml/min From 470 ml/min 

Switch between Dry and Wet Fog Yes No 



 

As a part of the company strategy we can provide complete disinfection solution including :  

 

1. Fogging machine with organic solution 

 

2. Cleaning of the airport area  

 

3. Fogging gates  

 

4. Covid -19 tests 

 

5. Medical masks , gloves , gowns 

 

6. Sanitizers , single portion sanitizers 2 ml  

 

7. We can customise any product to your needs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPLETE DISINFECTION SOLUTION   
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                                                 SANITIZERS    OFFER 
 

 



FOGGING GATES 



 

For Inquiries, please contact us : 

   Modern Supplies LLC 

     307-B Saraya Avenue, Garhoud, Dubai 

     P.O. Box 71599 

     Tel: +971 4 2545015 

     Mobile : 050 981 5979 

     website – www.modernsupplies.net (available but still under construction) 

     info@modersupplies.net 

 

For Technical Information and Support: 

 

      Modern Supplies LLC 

     Paul Stimpson 

     Technical Director 

     Mobile : 056 175 6116 

 

http://www.modernsupplies.net/
mailto:info@modersupplies.net


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


